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Natural (and man made) wonders

even though it was the first time it had happened in over two centuries, the 
eruption on april 14th this year of the eyjafjallajökul volcano in iceland hardly 
received a mention in that evening’s world news. this far away, almost unheard  
of and hard-to-pronounce volcano soon shot to the top of the world’s news 
agenda though, when a huge cloud of corrosive volcanic ash was thrown high 
into the atmosphere, spreading across large parts of europe, shutting airports and 
causing the cancellation of thousands of flights across the world. 

as millions of people globally struggled with their travel plans, iceland – which 
is still reeling from the fallout of 2008’s financial crisis – was largely overlooked. 
However, the affect on this remote island in the north atlantic continues to be 
profound. in this edition of spirit we explore the impact the volcano’s eruption is 
having on two construction projects in the country. through the dedication of the 
people involved and the quality of the construction machines working on the sites 
– including Volvo machines – progress continues despite work taking place in the 
shadow of the eruption. our in-depth report looks at the projects and the people 
behind them who have struggled against the face of huge adversity to keep their 
machines rolling. 

it is not just people on construction sites we focus on in this edition of the 
magazine; we also take a look at the people behind the products made by Volvo 
construction equipment. with its core values of safety, quality and environmental 
care, Volvo people are constantly striving to develop better products to meet 
customers’ needs. 

from dedicated people come great products and Volvo is currently bringing many 
to the market. compact wheel loaders, soil compactors and pavers were among 
some of the machines recently displayed at the Bauma exhibition in germany.  

we look at these in more detail as well as focusing on stories 
from across the world.

events such as the eyjafjallajökul volcano remind us all of the 
power of nature. But as we try to cope with the effects of such 
natural phenomena it is good to know there is a company 
whose machines are built to withstand the toughest conditions. 

enjoy the latest edition of spirit.

Bill Law editor in chief

Follow us on twitter @ http://twitter.com/VolvoCEMedia



ADVERTORIAL

What’s so special, we’ve been asked, about our 
new L20F and L25F compact wheel loaders?

Well, there’s the superior visibility and safety, of course, the 
improved comfort and the new design for working in the most 
confined of work sites.

There’s the fact that no other machine in the 50-60hp class can 
match the latest additions to our F-Series line-up in terms of 
versatility, compactness, ease of operation and ultra-flexibility.

And we could highlight the powerful, natural aspiration air/oil 
cooled diesel engines, our industry-leading CareCab, or the 
frame’s articulating/oscillating joint which, combined with operator-
selectable differential locks on front and rear axles, delivers optimal 
performance, stability and traction on rough terrain.

Mainly, though, it’s down to you.

In keeping with the Volvo habit – we’ve been working on perfecting 
wheel loaders for 50 years, after all – our designers and engineers 
consulted you – and operators just like you, all around the world – 
before getting down to work.

We’re very proud of the result. We think you should be proud, too. 
What’s special about the L20F and L25F? Simple – they’re cutting-
edge wheel loaders… that begin and end with you.

CUTTING-EDGE 
WHEEL LOADERS.  
BUILT BY VOLVO…
AND YOU

SPIRIT4 SPIRIT5SPIRIT4SPIRIT4

Battling 
Against the 
Odds
NOT EVEN A VOLCANO 
COULD STOP THESE 
ICELANDIC  
CONTRACTORS
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When the Eyjafjallajökull volcano erupted recently 
the world stood still for several weeks as thousands 
of flights were cancelled. But at the foot of the 
volcano, very near the site of the eruption, Icelandic 
contractor Sudurverk carried on working around 
the clock. Thanks to a large measure of Icelandic 
determination and Volvo Construction Equipment’s 
machines, the construction of the new port of 
Bakkafjara will be completed on time this summer.

“This sort of work makes big demands 
on machines normally, but our 
Volvo machines have performed 
exceptionally well in these conditions.”

The new ferry terminal port at Bakkafjara will make life a bit 
simpler for the inhabitants of the Vestmannaeyjar islands off the 
southern coast of Iceland, by cutting a large chunk of time off 
journeys to the mainland. The construction of the port is one of the 
biggest building projects on Iceland for many years. Following the 
economic crisis, which hit Iceland especially hard, the authorities 
applied the handbrake on public spending. The number of 
construction projects was down 90% on 2008. But Sudurverk 
was lucky. The company signed a 16.6 million Euro contract six 
months before the financial crisis broke and had started work 
before the recession bit. 

Sudurverk is one of Iceland’s biggest contractors and an expert 
at moving earth in tough climates and locations where access is 
difficult. They have impressive experience of major road and dam 
projects. The company has been a Volvo customer for several 
years and uses Volvo Construction Equipment’s Motor Grader  
and Wheel Loader in its activities.

“This sort of work makes big demands on machines normally, but 
our Volvo machines have performed exceptionally well in these 
conditions. It’s also important financially to have equipment that 
does not use too much fuel. On some days we use up to  
25,000 liters (6604 gallons) of diesel. I have good experience 
of Volvo in this regard,” says Eysteinn Jòhann Dofrason, project 
manager for the port project. 

The Bakkafjara project is massive and very advanced. The 
assignment was to engineer and build a port for the new ferry line. 
It includes a 750m x 1.9m (6.2ft) wave breaker, 5km (3 miles) 
of rock embankments , quay, car park and new road. The filler 
material, a total of 800,000 m3 (28 million ft3) of rock (biggest 
stones up to 40 tonnes), was taken from a quarry 18km (11miles) 
away and 500m (1640ft) above the port – and just a stone’s 
throw away from Eyjafjallajökull volcano. The heavy work involved 
in shifting the material down the steep slopes, some of which have 
19% inclines, has continued 24 hours a day.

The eruption of the volcano surprised everyone. Sudurverk 
evacuated its workers staying at Bakkafjara at 3 O´clock in the 
morning of 14 April.

“We woke people up and moved to a school in a nearby town. 
Everyone felt a bit of panic at first but then things calmed down. 
Later that day we even managed to go back to Bakkafjara,” recalls 
Eysteinn Jòhann Dofrason.

Eyjafjallajökull

REYKJAVIK

Then an enormous wave of melted ice from the glacier washed 
over the site, forcing Sudurverk to evacuate once more. Before 
they left they managed to do the Icelandic Road Authority a favour. 
“We realized that the flood would damage the road bridge near 
Bakkafjara so we offered our assistance. We divided the road in 
two so that the water was redirected past the bridge instead,”  
says Eysteinn Jòhann Dofrason.

When the work site and barracks were out of danger, Sudurverk 
carried on working. “We were lucky with the wind direction and the 
ash cloud never harmed us. But visibility got worse and on some 
days everyone had to wear masks. Only once did we have to stop 
work because visibility was so poor,” says Dofrason.

Over the coming weeks the volcano put on a spectacular show. 
From the quarry, drivers at the site saw blocks of stone being 
thrown several km up into the sky. During the night enormous 
flashes of light could be seen in the mouth of the volcano. At its 
peak the column of ash rose up to 10 km (6.2 miles) into the 
atmosphere. But while Sudurverk carried on working in the shadow 
of the ash cloud, frustration grew throughout the rest of the world. 
Strong jet streams blew the ash over Europe creating chaos as 
passengers and freight remained stranded at airports across the 
continent. Hundreds of thousands of travelers were forced to find 
alternative routes home, some of them taking taxis from one end of 
Europe to the other.

Meanwhile on Iceland, Eysteinn and his team were taking 
everything in their stride. Icelanders, and construction workers  
in particular, are used to extreme conditions and the whims of 
mother nature.

“Here in Bakkafjara, before the volcano erupted we had already 
experienced sand storms, massive falls of snow and strong winds. 
Sure, we were nervous when the volcano came to life  
but we carried on working and the machinery responded well,” 
says Erlingur Jónsson, who drives a Volvo Grader for Sudurverk.

“We were very surprised to learn about all of the disruption caused 
by the ash cloud throughout the world and it did seem strange 
to work in those conditions, but then we didn’t give it too much 
thought. It was business as usual. The volcano is just a small 
problem in these times,” says Eysteinn Jòhann Dofrason, referring 
to the tough economic situation.

Eysteinn Jòhann Dofrason 

View of the volcano before the eruption After the eruption
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The eruption of the volcano finally died down at the end of May 
and the large plume of ash that had streamed out of the volcano 
for weeks dwindled to a small puff of steam. As the sunlight 
finally broke through, an astonishing sight appeared. Trees, 
fields, beaches and homes were covered with a thick layer of 
fine ash, giving the otherwise beautiful landscape a deserted and 
depressing look. All of the countryside around the glacier had 
been coloured grey and an ashen haze stretched across the wide 
expanses. Windy days soon became twice as difficult. 

But despite these conditions neither machines nor people 
appear to have been too badly affected by the ash. “Air quality 
is measured by a sensor that gives a warning if the ash content 
becomes too high in the air. But that has never happened. We 
have had to change the air filters five times more often than normal, 
but otherwise they have worked extremely well. It remains to be 
seen if there is a long-term impact. Only the future will tell,” says 
Eysteinn Jòhann Dofrason.

The future will also reveal if Eyjafjallajökull has spoken its last word, 
and whether its much bigger neighbour, the Katla volcano, will now 
erupt. Iceland’s seismologists agree that Katla is likely to be less 
forgiving than Eyjafjallajökull.

The new ferry route from Bakkafjara is expected to start operating 
on 25 July. In the final stages of the project Volvo Grader will help 
to finish the new road into the port. A car park will be built and 
covered with tarmac.

“We connect the Grader to a Trimble totalstation that means we 
can virtually run on autopilot. Our survey system works very well 
with the Grader. Volvo’s machines are extremely important for us in 
this work and those we have are vital for us in the final stages of 
this project,” says Eysteinn Jòhann Dofrason. 

Text: Sara Wågenberg and Bill Law  
Photography: Sara Wågenberg

“Air quality is measured by a sensor 
that gives a warning if the ash content 
becomes too high in the air.”

Turning 
Challenges into 
Opportunities

Banking crisis and then a volcano eruption – the 
problems have emerged thick and fast in Iceland. 
But Volvo Construction Equipment’s distributor, 
Brimborg, has remained the strongest in its field. 
Keeping contact with customers and providing 
good service is at the heart of this family business’ 
strategy for winning market share when the 
business cycle turns upward again.
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Iceland is famous for its hot springs, dramatic landscapes, 
midnight sun and its strong commitment to democracy. Tourists 
come to enjoy spectacular scenery on the back of an Icelandic 
horse or on hiking trails that cross glaciers and ravines. But 
now Iceland has become just as well known for its banking 
crisis, financial worries and the devastating volcano eruption. 
Over the past two years the country has battled hard to save 
its finances. Monday 6th October 2008 was a black day in 
Iceland’s history. That was when the state was forced to step 
in to save the first Icelandic bank. Eventually all of the banks 
went the same way, unable to survive by themselves. Iceland’s 
currency sank to record lows, prices for raw materials rocketed 
skywards, and foreign companies, such as American giants 
Burger King and McDonald’s, fled the country.

Volvo Construction Equipment’s distributor in Iceland, 
Brimborg, a family business, has been battling against these 
strong currents since the autumn of 2008. But unlike many of 
their competitors, Brimborg has managed to avoid bankruptcy, 
despite more than a 95 percent drop in all of its markets.

“The day the banks crashed was a very remarkable day. It didn’t 
seem real. I tried not to think about it too much and just carried 
on doing what could be done. A lot of companies are now 
completely under the thumb of the banks and the state, but 
we managed to survive,” explains Egill Jòhannsson, Brimborg’s 
CEO.

“Sales are very weak.” Jòhannsson is a realist, but he cannot 
be accused of being a pessimist. “Only one new machine has 
been registered during the first 5 months of 2010. But that was 
a Volvo L60F wheel loader, so we can say we have a market 
share of 100 percent,” he laughs.

Brimborg’s history starts back in 1964 with a workshop 
specializing in repairing engine valves for Toyota. In 1977 
the owners started importing cars from Japan and in 1988 
Brimborg became general agent for Volvo in Iceland. The 
company then became the distributor for Volvo Construction 
Equipment, Volvo Penta, Volvo Trucks and Volvo Buses. 
Via an acquisition, a branch office was opened in Iceland’s 
second largest city, Akureyri, in 1996 and the company 
began strengthening its position in the countryside. After 
2001 Brimborg tripled in size in just four years and the 200th 
employee was signed up. Many of the staff have worked for 
Brimborg for over 20 years. In a survey, conducted in spring 
2010, of all the Icelandic companies in the business, Brimborg 
came out top as having the most satisfied employees.

“Iceland has a very tough climate and the machines have to 
tolerate extreme conditions during the winter. People in Iceland, 
especially those working with transport, are used to managing 
by themselves and looking after their own equipment. That´s 

why it’s very important to offer them better a service than they 
can have on their own,” says Jòhannsson.

“We’re not nearly as busy as we used to be, but we are 
working on special deals and after-sales. It helps also that our 
Volvo Construction Equipment mechanics are able to carry out 
service for Volvo Penta, which is a good business due to the 
important and strong Icelandic fishing industry. We have been 
working like this for nearly two years now and we have done 
okay,” says Jòhannsson.

He has had to make many tough decisions during the recession 
but he is determined to emerge in good shape when the tide 
finally turns. “The roots of the company are in service and after-
sales, and that’s where we’re strongest right now.”

Keeping good contacts with customers has been the most 
important assignment for Brimborg during the past years. 
Kristinn Már Emilsson, General Manager for Volvo Construction 
Equipment at Brimborg, spends much more time visiting 
customers than previously and travels all over Iceland doing 
it. “It’s important that we are well prepared and have good 
relationships so that we are ready when the business cycle 

“We’re not nearly as busy as we 
used to be, but we are working 
on special deals and after-sales.”

Egill Jòhannsson

Egill Jòhannsson
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RIcHaRD EyRES

People……a competitive advantage

SPIRIT13

INSIDE TRacK
turns upward again. Hopefully, Brimborg and Volvo Construction 
Equipment will be the first name´s in people’s minds when it’s time 
to invest in new machines again,” he says.

Emilsson visits Helguvik port where the company Magni is 
constructing a wave breaker with the help of Wheel Loaders 
and Articulated Haulers. Hopefully a completely new aluminium 
smelting plant will be built next to the port. Magni has been a 
customer of Brimborg for the past 15 years and is very satisfied 
with Volvo’s products and the service provided. The machines are 
highly fuel-efficient and robust, and the drivers like the comfort of 
their cabs.

“Volvo Wheel Loaders are probably the strongest on the market, 
it’s just very difficult to damage them, and if something does 
go wrong they’re so easy to repair. I get very good service from 
Brimborg,” says owner Hilmar Konrádsson.

Unfortunately the company will be forced to leave Iceland when the 
work at the port is completed. “We have done a lot of work for the 
city and now there’s nothing left to do. The state just has no more 
money. I´m moving the company to Norway for some time and plan 
to come back in three or four years,” says Konrádsson.

The result of the government´s revision of the crisis was reported 
on the 13th of April. The day after, as though fate was playing a 
deliberate trick, the Eyjafjallajökull volcano erupted for the first time 
in nearly 200 years. Legal charges have been filed against leading 
bank executives and government ministers, and now the volcano 
seems to have gone back to sleep. That’s enough for some 
Icelanders to start being optimistic about the future again. Egill 
Jòhannsson believes that the volcano erupting could benefit 
Iceland in the long run, even if the tourist industry suffered during 
the spring. He has high hopes that foreign investors will be 
interested in new emerging industries like data warehousing and 
the traditional Icelandic aluminium industry, both energy intensive 
and one of few sectors currently expanding on the island. If that 
happens then the upswing could come by next summer. Hope and 
passion for Volvo is not something Brimborg’s CEO lacks.  
“We Icelanders are used to change. Our weather can change up 
to five times a day, and our economy is unpredictable since we 
have always lived off the resources of the earth. The financial crisis 
is like the volcano. There’s nothing I can do about it so I won’t 
worry about it. We just carry on with life and do what we can,” 
he says.

Text: Sara Wågenberg and Bill Law
Photography: Sara Wågenberg

“There’s nothing I can do about  
it so I won’t worry about it.  
We just carry on with life  
and do what we can.”

Hilmar Konrádsson, owner of Magni
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE 
“Every day, sometimes several times a day, someone 

comes to me or calls me with a people-related situation that  
they need help solving. It might be about a vacancy that 
has become available, it might be about remuneration or a 
compensation package or pensions, or a high-potential person  
or about a plant or office losing key people in a country. ‘So 
Richard what can we do about that?’ the manager asks me,  
and I, together with my team, work with them to identify  
a suitable solution. I’m not making the products or trying to  
sell them, I’m here to help the others do that. We are a  
support function. If we don’t support the line management  
in solving problems then we have no purpose as a function.  
That’s what we’re here for and I love it when we are able to  
make a positive difference.”

“ONE Of OuR MaIN aREaS IS ENSuRING THaT 

PEOPLE aRE cONSTaNTLy BEING DEVELOPED 

aND THaT THEy REaLLy LIVE By THE VaLuES  

WE STaND fOR.”

Born in Aberdeen, Eyres graduated with a Masters 
Degree in Psychology from the city’s university in 1974 and 
became a graduate trainee at the car and truck manufacturer 
British Leyland at a time of huge industrial unrest and economic 
woe in the United Kingdom. He was soon thrown into the thick 
of the action when he was made employee relations manager at 
one of the plants. When he moved on four years later, there was 
little he didn’t know about the challenges of industrial relations 
and the sensitivity and skills needed to deal with people in the 
workplace. By the time he had joined Volvo in 1996, originally 
as HR director for UK Truck & Bus division, followed by the 
European Truck Division, Eyres had a wealth of experience  
under his belt, including a five-year stint at the UK’s largest  
food manufacturer.

CORE VALUES
For Eyres, the core values of quality, safety and 

environmental care are at the heart of The Volvo Way and what 
attracted him to the company – and when he took over as head 
of HR for Volvo Construction Equipment in 2006 he quickly 
realized that they made his job so much easier to carry out.

“When I interview people from outside I emphasize 
Volvo corporate values and having worked for a range of 
companies, big and small, to me that is, genuinely what makes 

SPIRIT14

Customers, dealers, employees, 
operators, local communities – they are the 
beating heart of the Volvo operation and there 
cannot be many figures in the corporate world 
who know more about the people side of 
business than Richard Eyres.

The Senior Vice President Human 
Resource Management at Volvo Construction 
Equipment has been working in senior 
positions in HR for 35 years. Today his area of 
responsibility is split into three principal areas, 
employee relations, human resources management 
and human resources development, but essentially 
the nature of the work remains unchanged. It’s 
still about dealing with people.

“People always think of recruitment 
when they hear the words HR, but frankly that’s 

a relatively small part of the remit, however of course it’s very important,” he explains. 
“Your average HR manager spends much less of his or her time on recruitment than 
you might think. There’s a whole range of areas and activities where we’re involved. 
One of our main areas is ensuring that people are constantly being developed and that 
they really live by the values we stand for both in society and in the way we support 
our customers with the products and services we offer.” 

aKE a cOPy Of THE VOLVO Way, THE 

DOcuMENT THaT REfLEcTS THE VaLuES 

aND cuLTuRaL DNa Of THE VOLVO GROuP, STRIP 

aWay THE fINER DETaIL aND DEcLaRaTIONS Of THE 

MISSION STaTEMENT aND WHaT yOu aRE LEfT WITH 

IS… PEOPLE. VOLVO OffERS GREaT PRODucTS aND 

SERVIcES BuT THEy aRE DESIGNED aND MaDE By 

PEOPLE, SOLD By PEOPLE, uSED By PEOPLE fOR THE 

BENEfIT Of PEOPLE. 

T

“THaT’S WHaT WE’RE HERE fOR aND I LOVE IT WHEN WE aRE aBLE TO MaKE a POSITIVE DIffERENcE.”

SPIRIT14 SPIRIT15
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NEW SOIL COMPACTORS:  
THE SMART OPTION
Volvo’s new models of single drum soil compactors come with 
the option of the innovative smart power management system, 
which offers customers a wide range of benefits including  
more accurate compaction and a substantial reduction in  
fuel consumption.

infused the culture at Volvo. Here it doesn’t matter where 
someone is in the organization; everyone gets treated with respect. 
Even when we had to downsize last year, we tried to treat each 
person with fairness and respect and leave them with their 
dignity.” 

Core values percolate down and infuse the Volvo way of doing 
business, working their way from the employees who embrace 
them through the workplace and into the products. Ultimately,  
it is the customer who stands to benefit the most from a  
company that lives out its commitment to quality, safety  
and environmental care.
 
Text: Niall Edworthy 
Photography: Julian Cornish Trestrail

Volvo special. I’m not just saying this but the Volvo Way, the  
core values, including the leadership values, really help HR because 
they support everything a professional HR department would 
want to say or do. I have worked for a number of companies that 
come up with all these wonderful statements, but don’t live them. 
Volvo really does. It doesn’t just talk the talk, it walks the walk. 
People don’t progress through our organization if they don’t fit 
with those values. I would refuse to recruit someone who would 
not behave in a way that was consistent with our values.” 

RESPECT
The last year or two have been difficult for the HR 

department with Volvo Construction Equipment forced to 
implement headcount reductions across the board – as well as 
other measures aimed at making the company more efficient –  
as the global economic downturn wreaked havoc in the 
construction equipment industry. “It was a double whammy  
for us because we were already implementing a completely new 
organization structure,” he says. “But I have to say that the whole 
organization responded magnificently. Everyone understood that 
while it was painful, it was not a Volvo issue but a global one.” 
The core values helped cushion the blows.

“From my perspective in HR something that makes 
Volvo a bit special is its Swedish heritage,” he concludes. “I lived 
there for four years and I admired its very fair society. Generally,  
I found that people were not arrogant or full of self importance, 
and there’s great respect for the individual. That has certainly 

“uLTIMaTELy, IT IS THE cuSTOMER WHO STaNDS 

TO BENEfIT THE MOST fROM a cOMPaNy THaT 

LIVES OuT ITS cOMMITMENT TO quaLITy, SafETy  

aND ENVIRONMENTaL caRE.”
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Other advantages include significant reductions of engine noise, 
mechanical wear and exhaust emissions. The smart power 
mode achieves all these improvements by optimizing the engine, 
hydraulics output and cooling fan speed to meet the exact needs 
of each application.

The SD115D/F and SD130D/DX/F are two entirely new models of 
soil compactors; the SD160DX/F is the enhanced version of the 
existing model, now offering the smart power option.

The SD115D/F will closely match the competition of similar class 
weights in the Europe Region, where it replaces the SD100D/F 
and SD105DX/F models. (Other sales regions will continue to 
sell these models). The SD115 will be produced in the usual 
smooth drum (SD115D) and padfoot drum (SD115F) versions. 
The SD130D/DX/F will closely match competitive offerings in the 
12-13t, above 110Kw (147HP) class and will replace the SD122 
model family.

“Although it is available elsewhere if requested, Europe is our 
main target market for now and so far the response has been very 
good indeed,” says Predrag Romano, Global Product Marketing 
Specialist (Graders & Soil Compactors). 

“A number of changes and upgrades have been made to both 
SD115 and the SD130, many of them dictated by the customers. 
Engine upgrade is probably the most important upgrade with the 
introduction of the smart power mode.”

SMART POWER 
Smart power mode controls engine RPM according to the nature 
of the application. When operators don’t require full RPM to 
operate the hydraulic system at maximum capacity, they can 
activate the smart power mode with a flick of the toggle switch 
to reduce engine speed. But if the conditions change and the 
operation of hydraulic functions needs more power, the operator 
simply turns off the smart power and continues working normally. 
Designed to work only with the machines equipped with five 
vibration settings, the smart power mode also controls cooling fan 
speed depending on the requested cooling capacity.

Specifically, the smart power mode can substantially reduce fuel 
consumption thereby providing economical and ecological benefits 
while extending the life of the machine and its components. It can 
also reduce emitted sound and the driver’s ear sound pressure 
increasing operator comfort.

In order to achieve the maximum fuel saving and sound reduction, 
it is recommended to keep smart power mode on during an 
application. If a cooling system problem is identified when the 
smart power is on, the system reverts to normal mode and the 
engine RPM is increased to factory setting. It will stay at this level 
until the machine is turned off.

With two preset frequencies and five optional (five settings 
standard on models SD130DX/F and SD160DX/F) and dual 
amplitude to suit, the new models offer among the 

highest compaction forces in their class, resulting in minimum 
number of passes and increased coverage. The SD115D weighs 
11,490 kg (25,330 lb) and is powered by a 97 kW (132 hp) four 
cylinder turbocharged diesel engine, while the SD130D weighs  
12,815 kg (28,252 lb) and boasts a larger engine output  
of 119 kW (162 hp). 

The high power-to-weight ratio and dynamic force combine to 
achieve good material density in the minimum number of passes. 
This combination, along with a low centre of gravity results in good 
gradeability, with both units favored for slope compaction. Ultra 
Grade traction system is also available, allowing steep climbing – 
up to 75% theoretical gradeability without interruption in traction.

“Engine upgrade is probably the most 
important upgrade with the introduction  
of the smart power mode.”
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INDONESIa

The Island of mines: an amazing archipelago in Indonesia

GLOBETROTTING

“The new machines were extremely well 
received at the Bauma trade fair at the  
end of April.” 

CUSTOMERS FIRST 
Customers have contributed significant input in the design of 
the new machines, including features such as remote greasing 
bank, improved work lights, shields on sensors, cloth seats and 
easy access to the engine oil drain. Ease of use and maintenance 
has been made a high priority with a one-piece engine cover 
and tiltable cab facilitating access to engine and hydraulics 
respectively, making daily maintenance even more straightforward. 

The operator’s life is also made easier, with the new models 
featuring large, air conditioned and sound insulated ROPS (Roll 
Over Protection System) cabs, which are mounted on premium 
quality shock absorbers. The console, gauges and switches are 
also within convenient reach, and visual and audible warnings are 
fitted to alert the operator’s attention when needed.

The SD115 and SD130 are being built at the Volvo plant in 
Hameln, Germany while the SD160 is being built there too as well 
as in Shippensburg, Pennsylvania. Romano is confident that the 
new ranges will meet the traditionally high expectations of Volvo 
customers. “The new machines were extremely well received at the 
Bauma trade fair at the end of April,” he adds. “That is generally 
considered a good test of how well a new machine will perform in 
the marketplace.” 
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Mountainous, forest-clad Halmahera is the 
biggest of the Maluku Islands, an archipelago in Indonesia. 
It is one of Indonesia’s 17,508 islands which lay scattered 
across both sides of the equator between Australia and 
South-east Asia. 

The Maluku Islands have been an important 
trade region since the seventh century and used to 
be called the ‘Spice Islands’ because of their luxuriant 
vegetation and abundance of nutmeg, cloves and mace, 
caused by the tropical climate. 

Foreign powers, drawn to their natural 
resources, fought one another to monopolize trade on 
the islands and the country was colonized for three and 
a half centuries by the Dutch. Indonesia finally secured 
its independence after the Japanese occupied the country 
during World War II, which inspired the Indonesian 
independence movement to act.

Today, Indonesia is an independent country, but trade has remained big 
business and the country now has the largest economy in South-east Asia and is one of 
the emerging market economies of the world. But foreign investors are no longer after 
its spices, choosing instead to invest in the oil and gas sector and some of Indonesia’s 
largest mining projects for copper, nickel, gold, and coal for the export market.

GaINST aN IDyLLIc BacKGROuND 

Of WHITE SaNDS aND cORaL 

REEfS, WHERE fISHERMEN HaRVEST PEaRLS 

fROM SHIMMERING WaTERS aND LaVa POuRS 

fROM NEaRBy VOLcaNIc MOuNTaINS, VOLVO 

cONSTRucTION EquIPMENT IS MINING fOR 

NIcKEL ON HaLMaHERa ISLaND, INDONESIa. 

a

“afTER uSING THE aRTIcuLaTED HauLERS WE REaLIzED VOLVO’S quaLITy aND RELIaBILITy,  

SO WE DEcIDED TO uSE MORE Of ITS MacHINES.”

Quality and reliability are the hallmarks of Volvo’s articulated haulers.

“THE MOST IMPORTaNT facTOR fOR uS IN 

WORKING WITH VOLVO EquIPMENT IS THE 

MacHINES’ TOuGHNESS TO WITHSTaND DIffIcuLT 

cONDITIONS ON THE jOBSITE.”

Halmahera Island is the site for over 100 gold and 
nickel mines. Yudistira Bumi Bhakti (YBB) company started nickel 
mining in 1999 at Tanjung Buli in East Halmahera. YBB is the 
contractor for PT Antam TBK who owns the mine and exports 
the silvery-white metal to Japan, Ukraine, Macedonia and China – 
for use in alloys, coins, magnets and common household utensils.

YBB is a successful company with 750 employees and 
a yearly output of five million tonnes. However, things didn’t 
start so easily for YBB according to company director Mr. Juandy 
Tanumiharja, who admits that at first, they struggled to get any 
mining equipment from dealers. “Many of them weren’t sure if we 
were a credible and trustworthy company,” he says. 

But luckily Volvo’s Indonesian dealer Intraco Penta 
stepped in to help. “Intraco Penta gave us financial help and 
equipment which enabled us to start our business,” says Mr. 
Juandy. “We are very thankful to Volvo and Intraco Penta for 
this.”

The first Volvo equipment YBB bought from Intraco 
Penta was articulated haulers. Then the company branched into 
excavators and wheel loaders. “After using the articulated haulers 
we realized Volvo’s quality and reliability, so we decided to use 
more of its machines – we only buy Volvo now,” says Mr. Juandy.
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Environmental concern is a top priority for YBB. They 
have continued to improve on their method of mining safely 
without affecting the surrounding environment. This effort has 
won the mining site several environmental awards over the last 
few years.

“Like Volvo, we place environment as a top priority in 
our business,” says Mr. Juandy. “It is important to protect the 
beautiful island that we live on. But we would not be able to 
achieve such great standards without the relationship with Volvo 
and Intraco Penta. We have a great relationship based on mutual 
trust and openness.” 

Text: Clare Gittins

At the Tanjung Buli site, YBB uses ten EC460BLC 46 
tonne excavators and four EC460B Prime excavators to dig out 
and load the raw nickel; one L120C and one L120F wheel loader 
to help load the raw nickel; and five Volvo A40D, four A35D, 
two A35C and seven A40E articulated haulers to haul  
and transport the metal.

The machines work 20 hours per day in two shifts 
of 10 hours, operated on rotating shifts. But conditions are far 
from ideal. The constant rainy weather creates muddy ground 
and the island’s mountainous terrain means the machines have 
to work on very steep gradients. But according to Mr. Juandy, 
the Volvo units are in their element. “The Volvo machines are 
stable in wet conditions and the A35D haulers are able to carry 
a load of 37 tonnes over gradients of more than 40 percent. 
No other manufacturer can match it for reliability, performance 
and cost effectiveness,” he adds. “Volvo machines are incredibly 
fuel efficient. The Volvo excavators use 20% less fuel than our 
competitors and the haulers use 10% less fuel.

“The most important factor for us in working with 
Volvo equipment is the machines’ toughness to withstand difficult 
conditions on the jobsite,” he continues. “Our operators say the 
machines have a strong performance, they are comfortable to 
operate and can be used for many hours before overhaul. Most 
importantly, the machines allow us to mine with the exact quality 
and composition based on our customers’ requirements, on a 
consistent basis.” 

YBB has a Blue customer support contract with Intraco 
Penta for maintenance and Intraco will also provide technical 
assistance when required – but so far there have been few 
problems. “The response time to service and maintenance by the 
dealer has been great,” says Mr. Juandy.

“LIKE VOLVO, WE PLacE ENVIRONMENT aS a TOP 

PRIORITy IN OuR BuSINESS.” The  
Construction 

of Hope
No enterprise better illustrates Volvo’s 

care for the regional communities in 

which the Group operates than the Hope 

School Project in rural China. All the 

Volvo values, embedded deep within the 

company’s corporate social responsibility 

(CSR) culture, are showcased in this 

remarkable, ongoing project.

Safe mining is a very important factor
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to make as great a contribution to sustainable development as 
possible. Sustainable development is not only a moral duty, it is 
also a vital pre-requisite for long-term profitability and delivering 
customer and shareholder value.

With 90,000 employees working in dozens of 
countries, Volvo’s operations touch on the everyday life of many 
people around the world. From Sweden to China, from Brazil to 
South Africa, this gives the Volvo Group the chance to make a 
lasting, positive contribution to society. This engagement takes 
many forms from leading-edge research on environmental issues to 
building homes for the homeless, from developing radical solutions 
for the transport systems of the future to nurturing education 
programs in disadvantaged areas.

Many of these endeavors are set in motion and carried 
out by Volvo Group employees, who understand the needs of 
local communities in which they work. The projects contribute to 
the development of these societies and are in line with the values 
that are of great importance to Volvo – environmental care, safety, 
community and education. 

In the past two years, Volvo has made major 
contributions towards the development of three Hope schools in 
the provinces of Hainan, Hebei and Jiangxi. The Group has also 
stepped up its involvement in other education initiatives, including 
the crucial area of teacher training. The three schools are part 
of China’s Hope Project which has helped with the education 
of over three million children in poverty-stricken areas for over 
two decades. Since its foundation in 1989, in partnership with 
the China Youth Development Foundation, the Hope Project 
has overseen the building or renovation of over 15,000 schools, 
14,000 libraries and 2,500 sport areas.

“Education in China’s rural area needs more 
corporate support,” says Lansi Jiang, Vice President Corporate 
Communication & Brand of Volvo Group (China). “For Volvo 
this is an indispensable social responsibility. To be able to 
contribute to rural education is the Group’s long-term wish and 
the intention is to co-operate with various partners to build even 
more Hope schools in China.” 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
For Volvo, CSR simply means to be a good 

corporate citizen. It is about taking social, ethical, economic and 
environmental responsibility in every area that the group goes 
about its business. Building on these four principles, the aim is 

“Education in China’s 
rural area needs more 

corporate support.”

“This gives the Volvo 
Group the chance to 
make a lasting, positive 
contribution to society.” 
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HOW VOLVOS 
   TACKLED 
 UKRAINIAN 

‘MISSION 
 IMPOSSIBLE’

WHEN uKRaINIaN cIVIL 

ENGINEERING cOMPaNy 

SPETSDORSTROyTEKHNIKa WaS 

cHOSEN TO BuILD a BREaKWaTER 

aT THE MOuTH Of THE DaNuBE 

DELTa, SOME Of ITS RIVaLS May 

HaVE SEcRETLy SIGHED WITH 

RELIEf THaT THEy HaD NOT WON 

THE cONTRacT.

qualified teachers remains the most pressing challenge facing 
the development of Hope Schools. In June 2009, Volvo Blue 
Care launched its Hope school teacher training programs in 
collaboration with the China Youth Development Foundation. 
The aim is to train hundreds of teachers in impoverished areas  
of Hubei, Sichuan, Guizhou and Yunnan provinces. 

The projects have been making a significant difference 
to people’s lives, bringing pride and joy to a number  
of disadvantaged social groups and communities. Opening the 
second Volvo Hope School in Hebei province, a local government 
official spoke of the great impact that the contributions of 
responsible international companies can make to a region. “The 
Volvo Group’s contribution to under-developed areas and support 
of China’s Project Hope School fully demonstrate the high sense 
of social responsibility of this world-renowned company,” said 
Zheng Hui, Director of the Organizing Department, Jizhou Hebei. 

 

Text: Niall Edworthy

INVESTING IN FUTURE GENERATIONS
Through the encouragement of learning and training, 

Volvo hopes to improve the future prospects of the pupils but,  
as an organization that relies upon knowledge, technology  
and research as well as an educated and skilled workforce, it also 
hopes to reap the benefit in the long-term from its investment  
in future generations.

The involvement in the Hope Schools is part of 
Volvo’s Blue Care program in China, launched in January 2008, 
which involves the Group in a number of good causes, including 
donations to poor and disabled children and reconstruction 
projects in the wake of natural disasters, as well as the ongoing 
commitment to education. 

MAKING A DIFFERENCE
Recognizing that good schools are no use to anyone 

without good teachers to work in them, Volvo has been 
making a significant contribution to the efforts being made to 
address the problem of teacher training. An acute shortage of 

“Through the encouragement 
of learning and training, Volvo 
hopes to improve the future 
prospects of the pupils.”
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KEY ELEMENT
The Danube - used to transport materials such as 

iron ore, coal, steel, grain, timber… and even Vodka, wine and 
caviar – is a key element in this network, running through 10 
countries for around 2,850km (1,770 miles). The Danube Delta, 
however, located between Ukraine and Romania, has long been 
under-utilized due to navigation problems. Which is where 
SpetsDorStroyTekhnika – and its fleet of Volvo Construction 
Equipment machines – came in.

Once the ‘New-Istanbul’ river outlet had been chosen 
for the navigation pass, work began on dredging, while a guide 
bank of almost 400m (1,312ft) was also built. That was followed, 
in July 2009, by the project’s third phase – the construction of the 
breakwater, to protect the channel from winds, strong water flows 
and silt.

SpetsDorStroyTekhnika’s management knew they 
would have to be innovative. As company director Vladimir 
Demyanchenko put it: “Volvo is my passion. I like the machines 
and I like the people. We knew, thanks to our high productivity 

and low fuel consumption, that we had a competitive advantage. 
But this was a complicated project. It was important to have only 
a minimal impact on the environment.” 

THE VOLVO SOLUTION
In all, almost 215,000 tons of stone, rocks and boulders 

had to be delivered to the site by barge. Conventionally, that cargo 
would have been unloaded by port or floating cranes. The absence 
of port facilities, however, as well as the lack of shelter – cranes 
cannot operate effectively in high winds – made that unfeasible. 

The company’s solution was to transform a barge into a 
permanent landing quay-cum-unloading ramp… and then turn to 
its Volvos. SpetsDorStroyTekhnika, a specialist in civil engineering, 
road construction and extraction, brought in a fleet of dumpers, 
A35E, A35D, and A25E articulated haulers as well as two 38-ton 
EC360BLC excavators, one 50-ton EC460BLC and a variety of 
wheel loaders, a grader and other equipment. 

When the loaded barges began to arrive, they were 
moored to the landing quay before the first EC360Bs took centre 

stage, clearing the stone from the middle of the hold. It then 
entered the barge, followed by a hauler, to continue the unloading.

The excavator was then replaced by L180F and L220F 
wheel loaders, the tempo increasing dramatically as their 5m³ (177ft³) 
buckets ate through the cargo. While each barge took around 9-10 
hours to unload, the last 60% of the stone was dealt with in just 
two hours, before BL71 backhoe loaders cleaned up the hold.

NO FAILURES
Had cranes been used, unloading each barge would 

have taken more than twice the time - not counting for 
interruptions due to high winds. The breakwater, tapering upwards 
and rising around 2.2m (7ft) above the sea’s surface, consisted of 
a core of smaller rocks and stones, before larger, one meter (3ft) 
boulders were placed around the sides and top.‘

SNOWBALLING REPUTATION
By November 2009, 70 barges – and almost  

215,000 tons of stone – had been unloaded. The articulated 
haulers carried out around 2,400 cycles each – the equivalent  

The scheme, part of the national government’s project 
to open up the southern end of the Danube to large commercial 
vessels from the Black Sea, was hugely demanding.

Constructing a 2.8km (1.7 miles) breakwater, a barrier 
designed to protect the mouth of the river from strong currents 
and erosion, was tough enough. To do so in an area lashed by 
strong winds was even more daunting. But to complete the work 
in four months? That smacked of ‘Mission Impossible’.

Without the breakwater, however, Ukraine’s “Deep-
Water Navigation Pass: Danube-Black Sea” – and along with it 
the dream of opening up a major trading route to other European 
nations such as Austria, Hungary and Bulgaria as well as North 
Africa and the Middle East - could not succeed. 

River transport plays a special role in European 
logistics. Twenty of the European Union’s 27 members boast 
river navigation. More than 37,000km (23,000 miles) of rivers 
supplement road and rail links by connecting cities and industrial 
centers across the region.

SPIRIT31SPIRIT30

Strong but nimble - Volvo’s articulated hauler copes well on the toughest terrain. Volvo’s Excavators allow for precision placing of rocks.
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THE PaVED ROaD THaT IS... 

WHERE H.j.R. aSPHaLT PaRTNERSHIP, 

BaSED IN THE caNaDIaN PROVINcE 

Of SaSKaTcHEWaN, HaS PERfEcTED 

THE cRuMB RuBBER aSPHaLT PaVING 

PROcESS. THE cOMPaNy IS aN INDuSTRy 

LEaDER aND VOLVO cONSTRucTION 

EquIPMENT, aLONG WITH THEIR DEaLER 

GROuP, REDHEaD EquIPMENT, HELPS 

THEM GET THE jOB DONE.

WHERE THE 
RUBBER MEETS 
… THE ROAD

SPIRIT33

of 32,000km (20,000 miles) – while the excavator which 
unloaded the barge completed 30,000 cycles. 

Pride of place, though, went to the excavator laying 
the breakwater stones and boulders. It operated 24 hours a day, 
stopping only for preventative maintenance, greasing and anti-
corrosion measures.

When the Deep-Water Navigation Pass is concluded, 
covering 172.3km (107 miles) from the Black Sea to the 
Ukrainian-Moldovan border, sea-going vessels will be able to reach 
not only the Ukrainian ports of Izmail and Reni, but also ports in 
Romania and Bulgaria.

In the meantime, SpetsDorStroyTekhnika is preparing 
for the project’s next phase. “Our reputation is growing all the 
time,” says Demyanchenko. “It’s like a snowball – complete a 
project on time and to the highest quality and you find more 
contracts flooding your way.” 

 

SPIRIT32

“IT’S LIKE a SNOWBaLL – cOMPLETE a 

PROjEcT ON TIME aND TO THE HIGHEST 

quaLITy aND yOu fIND MORE cONTRacTS 

fLOODING yOuR Way.”
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“When we started back in 1988, our first new 
paver was a Blaw-Knox 5510. We still use it today.” Reg 
Willick’s eyes glint with pride as he recalls the humble 
beginnings of what is now the largest asphalt paving company 
in the province. 

It all began when the late Harry Tarasoff, along 
with his brother Jim and long-time friend Reg Willick, saw  
an opportunity to provide a higher level of quality 
workmanship and customer service. Today Saskatchewan – 
with over 26,250 km (16,300 miles) of roads, the largest  
rural network of any province in Canada – benefits from  
the innovation and quality that H.J.R. provides. 

It’s a short paving season, says Jim Tarasoff. “We 
usually get going in early May and end in early October. We 
maintain a plus 5°C (40°F) policy. We won’t do any highway 
paving if the temperature drops below that.”

A FIVE-MINUTE DECISION
The company, which surfaces or resurfaces 

around 700km (500 miles) of roads annually, has been very 

satisfied with its Blaw-Knox pavers and Ingersoll-Rand (I-R) 
compactors. The company carries an inventory of more  
than 100 machines, from trucks and trailers to pavers  
and asphalt compactors.

Three purchases have been made over the  
past year, beginning with two new Volvo PF6110 tracked 
pavers. That decision, according to Willick, took just five 
minutes.

“We had done our homework. We knew what we 
wanted and, since Volvo had taken charge of the I-R/Blaw-
Knox line, it became an easy decision.” Volvo Construction 
Equipment purchased Ingersoll-Rand’s Road Machinery 
Division in 2007, with Blaw-Knox already part of the I-R 
brand. “Our pavers were all Blaw-Knox and our compactors 
were mainly I-R,” adds Willick. “Previously we had to go to 
one dealer for paver service and another for compactor service. 
It’s much easier for us now. We just deal with Redhead.”

H.J.R.’s most recent purchase was a Volvo ‘Approved 
Used’ Blaw-Knox PF-5510 paver. This decision took a little longer.

A FANTASTIC JOB
“We had always bought new or very slightly used 

equipment in the past. But we took a long hard look at this 
machine and were very pleased with everything we saw. Then 
we saw the price and it made the purchase decision a lot 
easier,” says Willick.

“It has been a real good unit for us. It does a 
fantastic job. We’re so satisfied that we’re considering having at 
least one of our other pavers go through the program (Volvo 
Approved Used).” 

Volvo Approved Used is an innovative, exclusive 
process that brings highway-class pavers and asphalt 
compactors up to industry standards for quality and safety. 
The reconditioning is done by experienced, factory-trained 
Volvo technicians at a dedicated Volvo facility. The minimum 
one-hundred point inspection is backed with a factory 
warranty, with any part with less than 75 percent of its life 
remaining replaced with a new Volvo part. It’s a practical 
equipment reconditioning program that is guaranteed and 
will save companies money. After all, this is where the rubber 
meets the road. 

High quality workmanship and customer service are very important.

SPIRIT35SPIRIT34
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ANOTHER VOLVO INNOVATION
Meanwhile, out on a stretch of prairie highway east 

of the city of Saskatoon, there is another innovation being 
put to work with a Volvo PF6110 paver. H.J.R. has designed 
a ‘better mousetrap’ and is the premier paving company in 
Saskatchewan to resurface roads with crumb rubber asphalt. 
Ground-up rubber from tires is added to the oil and then 
mixed with the aggregate at the asphalt plant. 

The surface is quieter to drive on, it ‘heals’  
better, has greater adhesion and is less prone to cracking. The 
process also provides a practical use for over 800 tons of used 
tires annually. 

The mixing of rubber, oil and aggregate must be 
done at approximately 190°C (375°F). When it reaches the 
job site, it is still at over 170°C (340°F). It’s here that another 
Volvo innovation comes into its own. 

“One of the most important innovations is the way 
that the ‘heat rise’ is controlled on this machine, and that’s 
very important on a crumb rubber job,” says operator Harry 
Cote. “The heat we are dealing with here is considerably 
higher than on a regular asphalt job. It’s just better technology. 
This is a good machine.” 

H.J.R. has been so impressed with the performance 
of their Volvo equipment, they recently added a Volvo 
MT2000 milling machine to their line-up. The MT2000 is a 
four-track, front-load, half-lane milling machine powered by a 
610-horsepower Tier 3 Cummins engine. With the innovation, 
quality and exclusive features of the MT2000, H.J.R. is assured 
of increased productivity, serviceability, and overall safety. 

Text: Ron Mullins and Tony Lawrence

AND TALKING OF 
SUCCESS STORIES…
AS REG WILLICK AND HARRy TARASOFF WILL TESTIFy, 
FINDING EXACTLy THE RIGHT MACHINE TO MEET yOUR 
NEEDS IS THE KEy BUILDING BLOCK TO SUCCESS. 
NOW, WITH THE UNVEILING OF VOLVO CONSTRUCTION 
EqUIPMENT’S VERy LATEST CUTTING-EDGE PAVERS AND 
COMPACTORS, THAT CHOICE HAS BECOME EASIER STILL.

Take the new Blaw Knox PF4410 tracked asphalt paver and 
the PF2181 wheeled asphalt paver. Both are powered by Deutz 
engines not only reducing their environmental impact but also 
boosting their performance.

“They’re also significantly quieter engines, as well as offering that 
extra horsepower,” says Global Marketing Design Manager Steve 
Blackwelder.

New safety features include a safety rail incorporated on the 
operator platform area, a keyed ignition switch and electrical 
interlocks.

CORE VALUES
“The changes that have been made are a direct reflection of the 
core values we espouse,” says Blackwelder. “quality, safety, 
environmental care. “It’s a continuing process, to ensure that we 
cover all the bases. And that all our machines exceed expectations 
– not only those of our customers, but our own as well.”

Volvo Construction Equipment’s asphalt compactor range has 
similarly been refreshed, with the standard DD70 and DD70HF 
equipped with new Tier III turbocharged engines. Both also 
feature unobstructed visibility of the drum edges and work surface, 
the highest rolling productivity in their weight class and the most 
reliable water spray system in the industry.

The company’s soil compactor family, meanwhile, is extended 
with the arrival of a new model, the SD 115D, weighing in at 11.5 
tons and officially unveiled at the Bauma International Trade Fair 
last April. Its axles and drive motors are specifically designed for 
climbing, while the built-in Ultra-Grade traction system extends the 
machine’s versatility on the most difficult terrains. 

“We’re sure these new additions will pave the way to a lot more 
success stories,” says Blackwelder.

SPIRIT36

zHIBIN PaN

The assembly line co-ordinator Zhibin is going the extra mile, he has run an amazing  

five marathons in Shanghai.
SPIRIT37

LIFE THROuGH a LENS
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“If yOu PuSH yOuRSELf TO THE LIMIT yOu WILL 

BE SuRPRISED By WHaT yOu caN acHIEVE.”

PUSHING THE LIMITS 
“After a hard day’s work, running is a great way to relax and  
when I prepare for a marathon I like the challenge of pushing 
myself hard.”

The training is as hard as the race itself, calling  
for strict discipline in lifestyle and adherence to a tight  
exercise schedule. “You have to complete the training program 
otherwise you will not be able to complete the race,”  
he explains.

“I start my serious training one month before the 
marathon. You need to train hard, sleep well and pick what  
you eat carefully. I eat more white meat than red during  
training as well as a lot of fruit and vegetables. I run 10 to  
15km (6-9 miles) three or four times a week, letting my body  
rest on the days in between. One week before the big race,  
I reduce the distance so that my body is well rested on  
the day.” 

In the 42.2km (26.2 miles) race itself, the challenge 
is about both mental and physical strength, he says. “You have 
to focus on the pace you are going. If you go too fast at the 
beginning, you will make it much harder for yourself at the  
end. I try to get my body into a rhythm.” 

SPIRIT38

“I was in the school team running in a 2km 
(1.2miles) race,” recalls the Assembly Line Co-ordinator 
at the Volvo Construction Equipment excavator plant 
in Shanghai. “I found it very hard, I was exhausted. I just 
wanted to give up and walk the last 400m (1,312ft) but 
the people watching the race saw that I was struggling and 
began to shout encouragement. They kept cheering me on 
and this helped me get over the finishing line.”

“This taught me two big lessons about life as 
well as running: first, you need the people around you to 
succeed. Secondly, if you push yourself to the limit you 
will be surprised by what you can achieve. This is one 
of the things I like about the Volvo Way. Although we 
all have our own separate jobs in the company, we are 
one team working together for each other and for the 
company.”

Fast forward 10 years and it is difficult to 
imagine Pan experiencing similar problems in a long-
distance running competition. Born and brought up in 
Shanghai he has run five marathons in his home city  
and is planning to run many more over the coming years.  
His best time, achieved in last year’s race, is an impressive 
4 hours and 10 minutes. 

uNNING MaRaTHONS HaS TauGHT 

zHIBIN PaN MaNy LESSONS aBOuT 

HuMaN cHaRacTER aND THE cORE VaLuES IN 

LIfE, BuT THE MOST IMPORTaNT DIScOVERIES 

caME IN HIS VERy fIRST cOMPETITIVE RacE aS 

a ScHOOLBOy. 

R

“yOu NEED THE PEOPLE aROuND yOu TO SuccEED.”

Zhibin has run an amazing five marathons in Shanghai.
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SWEDEN IS A NOTORIOUSLY HILLY 

COUNTRY. SO WHEN THE TEAM BEHIND 

THE CONSTRUCTION OF A MASSIVE 

SUPERSTORE AND SHOPPING CENTRE 

BEGAN SCOUTING FOR A SUITABLE 

LOCATION AND COULDN’T FIND A PIECE 

OF LAND FLAT ENOUGH, THEY WERE 

FORCED TO THINk LATERALLY.

Move

MoUNTAIN
ANY
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Every 5km (3 miles) there’s a water station where  
the competitors grab a bottle to drink and a sponge to cool 
themselves down. But no matter how hard runners have  
trained or how well they have paced themselves, there is  
always going to come a point when the pain starts to bite.  
“At around 30 to 35km (19-22 miles) the body gets really,  
really tired, but once I’m through that pain barrier I am OK for 
the rest of the race. But I am very happy when I run even when  
I am tired and in pain. I know that it’s good for me and my body 
in the long run.”

GOOD CAUSES
Some of the funds from the competition go to  

good causes. “You pay to enter a competition and the organizers 
give the money to help people in the poorer provinces,”  
says Pan. “If there has been a natural disaster, then people  
raise money individually and give it to the Red Cross and  
other relief organizations. It is good to know we are not  
just doing good for ourselves.” 

Pan believes that the extreme challenges presented by 
marathon running have helped him grow as an individual. “When 
you are pushing yourself to the limit, you are able to understand 
how far you can reach,” he explains. “It is good to discover that 
you can go further than you think if only you make the effort. 
It has showed me how important it is to develop our potential. 
Unless you try, you will never know what you are capable of 
achieving. If you don’t ask the questions, you will never know the 
answers.”

MOVING FORWARD TOGETHER
Pan started working for Volvo Construction Equipment 

after graduating from Shanghai Maritime University in 2006. He is 
loving his job in the manufacturing department and believes there 
are parallels between work and long-distance running. 

“Sometimes you go through periods when you have to 
work really, really hard and you must push yourself to the limit 
to get the job done,” he adds. “Marathons teach you that, with 
the right way of thinking, you can always go the extra mile. And 
if you do push yourself to the limit and succeed in what you are 
attempting, then the happiness is double.”

“IT IS GOOD TO DIScOVER THaT yOu caN GO 

fuRTHER THaN yOu THINK If ONLy yOu MaKE 

THE EffORT.”

The recent success of the Volvo Construction 
Equipment excavator plant in Shanghai proves his point.  
“Despite the global economic slowdown the Shanghai plant made 
very significant profits in the last year and we now have more and 
more production volume. I think our plant here is very special and 
I can see a very bright future. Teamwork has been a major factor. 
We are a big family here. We all help and encourage each other  
as we move forward - and get across that line.” 

Text: Niall Edworthy

Zhibin at his workplace in Shanghai.
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REMARKABLE RISE
The size of the project is truly staggering. Alongside the 

superstore there will be a shopping mall housing 90 units, with 
basement car parking for thousands of vehicles. Yet, given the 
scale of the work involved, the care being taken over every small 
detail is impressive. When it was discovered that a rare salamander 
lived near the site, the contractors and workers took every step 
they could to make sure the reptiles’ natural habitat was protected 
and preserved. 

Work began in 2008. First, the hill was blasted into 
small pieces. That was the easy part. The difficulty came when 
the rock, all 2.3 million tonnes of it, needed to be shifted. The 
machines, two EC700 excavators to scoop out the rock and 10 
A40 articulated haulers to transport it away, for this arduous task 
were provided by Skanska in cooperation with Engströms  
of Örebro (they had the contract for the blasting and moving of 
rock material, NCC now has the contract to prepare the ground, 
with the help of sub-contractor Herman Schakt AB). Just moving 
it all took a year, and much of this work took place during 
last winter, one of the most severe Sweden has experienced in 
decades. Despite the vast snowfall, the Volvos never stopped 
moving the mountain. 

HARSH WINTER
Jerry Myhrgren, business manager at NCC 

Construction, who has the contract to prepare the ground 
work for the site, and provide the infrastructure for water and 
sanitation, says: “Despite the harsh winter, we have begun work 
on the land and the excavators are running. Weather conditions 
made it very difficult, but we had the right machines and right 
equipment to make it work.” Every single piece of rock from the 
moved mountain will be recycled. Most of it will be used in the 
preparation of roads, some of which will give access to and from 
the shopping center, while the site where the rock is currently 
being stored will be turned into an open quarry, which will be 
mined for the next 50 years. 

The excavators were hard at work laying 6000m 
(19685ft) of pipe to supply the site with water and dispose of 
sewage, as well as excavating and leveling the site of the huge 
basement garage. Once the groundwork is done, a team of 800 
workers will arrive to build the store itself, working two shifts.  
In November this year the store will open to the public, with  
the shopping center following in April 2011. 

An excellent partnershipThe job required reliable machines. Despite the harsh conditions, the Volvos never stopped moving. 

The site they chose, in Erikslund on the outskirts of 
Vasterås, was not ideal, for the simple fact it featured a small 
mountain. Rather than be discouraged, after weighing up all the 
environmental factors relating to the project, and following an 
exhaustive investigation in conjunction with the local authorities to 
make sure the area’s wildlife and fauna were fully protected, they 
decided to simply move the offending hill.

For a job of such undertaking, they needed reliable, 
heavy-duty machines able to help shift vast quantities of rock  
and then prepare the newly leveled site, 217,000m²  
(2.3 million ft²) in size. For that they turned to  
Volvo Construction Equipment. 
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ExCELLENT SERVICE
It has been a massive project, one that Anders  

Eriksson of Herman Eriksson Schakt AB, whose machines are 
supplied by Swecon, is very proud to have been involved with. 
His father Herman founded the business in the 1940s and then 
handed the reins to Anders, who has gone on to forge a very 
strong link with Volvo.

At the beginning of 2000 he switched his fleet to 
mainly Volvos. Since then he has rarely looked back, citing the 
aftersales support and maintenance plan as one of the many 
reasons why he’s continued to supplement his fleet with Volvo 
excavators and haulers.

“The service quality is excellent,” he says, gazing out 
across the now flat yet very busy site. “The parts, the maintenance, 
they come up with everything I need when I need it. The capacity 
and fuel consumption of the machines are also excellent. Swecon 
are nearby so I can speak to them when I want and they can help 
me out when I need it. It is a very good relationship and one that 
I am extremely happy with.” 

Text: Dan Waddell 
Photography: Julian Cornish Trestrail
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uRBaN GuSTaVSSON

Not just an operator but an Eco Operator

OPERATOR cORNER

ECOOPERATOR®
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“You never forget the smell 
of fresh dirt and blasted rock,” he tells 
Volvo Spirit, reminiscing fondly.  
“I miss it every day. It’s always there 
though, in the memory bank.”

With a wry smile, Urban, 46, 
also admits that he has been known to 
take his old steel food container, heat  
up a nostalgic snack and eat it straight 
from the tin, just like he did during his 
21 years working on sites.  
“Just to remind me,” he explains.

ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS
It is this feel and passion for the job of an operator,  

as well as his vast experience behind the wheel of all kinds  
of machines, which has landed him the position of leading  
Swecon’s Eco Operator program, training operators across  
Sweden, giving them the practical knowledge about how  
best to work in a safe, efficient and environmentally  
conscious way.

T HaS BEEN aLMOST SEVEN yEaRS SINcE uRBaN 

GuSTaVSSON, cuRRENT acTING MaNaGER Of 

THE VOLVO cuSTOMER cENTER, WORKED aS aN OPERaTOR. 

yET THE MEMORIES aRE STILL fRESH aND PRESENT. 

I

x

DafjL;K

He begins the job later this year and is relishing the 
challenge for several reasons. Firstly, getting back on site, where 
much of the training takes place, working with operators, men and 
women with whom he shares a great deal of respect. Secondly 
because the Volvo Eco Operator program is one he believes in 
strongly. 

Eco Operator encourages operators to work in a way 
that lessens their environmental impact, which can have other 
additional benefits, such as greater efficiency, less wear and tear, 
and more cost-effective working.

FUEL SAVINGS
“One reason we are doing this is because of 

environmental protection and care,” Urban explains. “But there’s 
no doubt one of the most attractive benefits for our customers 
is the saving that can be made by operators working smarter and 
more efficiently and therefore using less fuel. In early pilots we’ve 
seen fuel savings of up to 15% in some cases.”

Rather than bringing operators from far afield to be 
lectured to in a stuffy classroom, Urban will visit the site to view 
the specific challenges and obstacles of that location, as well as 
offering them the theoretical knowledge they will need to make 
the best decisions during their working day.

“On site you get a little blind to how it looks,” Urban 
adds, “Also as a team, you seldom get the chance to discuss things 
like performance. Operators are quite solitary in how they work, 
sat in a cab on their own, and when you do gather for a meal or a 
break, you tend to talk about anything other than the work.”

WORKING TOGETHER
“In the pilots we have done so far, we have found that 

getting the operators together results in them actually discussing 
how the job is done and how to do it more effectively, tapping 
into all the knowledge they have.”

“The main thing they realize when we get there is that 
we are not there to teach them how to operate. We know they 
know how to do that. Instead we can help them fine tune and 
think about some of these issues. Our aim is to have everyone 
think and work as a team and then participate and work together 
towards the same goal.”

Urban has their respect given his years spent on site, 
and during the seven years working at the customer center as 
instructor and then acting manager, he has made sure he has 
found time to do some operating and digging in order to keep his 
knowledge and skills up to date. Now he is looking forward to 
getting back on site.

“OuR aIM IS TO HaVE EVERyONE THINK aND 

WORK aS a TEaM aND THEN PaRTIcIPaTE aND 

WORK TOGETHER TOWaRDS THE SaME GOaL.”

Caption

MACHINE APPRENTICESHIP    
“Being close to machines and customers is my 

home turf,” he explains. “It’s where I feel most comfortable.” 
Construction is in his blood, he says. His father had his own 
business, and when Urban was in his late teens he got a job with  
a large construction firm, where he drove every kind of machine. 

In 2003 he began to feel the need for change, a more 
structured existence. On his own, just him and his machine in a 
remote forest in Sweden, he took a break to have some food and 
picked up a newspaper. In there was an advert for a position for 
an instructor at the Volvo Customer Center in Eskilstuna and the 
closing deadline for applications was the following day. Given he 
was in the middle of nowhere, he called his sister and asked her  
to submit his resume. He got the job.  

Text: Dan Waddell
Photography: Julian Cornish Trestrail 

“ONE REaSON WE aRE DOING THIS IS BEcauSE Of ENVIRONMENTaL PROTEcTION aND caRE.”

Urban Gustavsson where he feels most at home - close to the customer.
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Purpose

If our ancestors were able to climb into 
a time machine and travel forward to the 
present day, they would be amazed at 
how many of us spend our time jogging, 
swimming, going to the gym or taking part 
in some other ‘keep fit’ activity. 

A century ago there was no real concept 
of fitness, at least not the way we view 
it today. Yet the concept of good health 
arising from eating well and being 
active is as old as time itself. In 400 BC 
Hippocrates said, “If we could give every 
individual the right amount of nourishment 
and exercise, not too little and not too 
much, we would have found the safest 
way to health.” It’s an ethos most health 
gurus would still subscribe to.

Health and fitness has become more important as modern life 

has got easier and less arduous; we spend much of both our work 

and leisure time in a sedentary position, which, when married to 

increased prosperity, means far more of us are prone to being 

overweight. Factor in scientific advances and greater knowledge 

about how diet and exercise can keep us healthier and allow us 

to live longer, as well as technological innovations that have led to 

the invention of a whole host of training machines, some of them 

affordable for home use, and it’s no surprise more and more people 

are starting to take care of themselves. 

Good Health

And it’s not the just the young who are taking care of themselves. 

Increasing numbers of elderly people are taking up exercise in later 

life to maintain mobility and ward off stiffness, as well as getting the 

buzz that accompanies good health. Visit any park and you will see a 

wide range of ages, shapes and sizes jogging around.

Meanwhile, gyms are flourishing and growing, short distance races 

such as 10k and half marathons are becoming more and more 

popular, while even video games, once seen as the antithesis of 

healthy living, have embraced the fitness revolution, and in the case 

of the Nintendo Wii and its exercise board, can even be seen to be 

leading it. 

The latter is merely completing the circle of how popular 

entertainment has embraced aerobic exercise. From the 1970s, 

when people released records for people to listen to (Jazzercise for 

example, a combination of Jazz and working out), to the 1980s and 

90s and the penchant for celebrity workout videos, and television 

programs that featured fitness experts.

Wellness Program

Now, health and fitness has finally pervaded the workplace. More 

and more companies are looking to find ways to promote good 

health among their employees. Research has shown that healthy 

workers are more likely to be happy and create a positive working 

environment.

Volvo is at the forefront of this new development, seeking to link the 

health of its employees to the health of the company, the ultimate 

aim being that both will benefit. 

Fit For
More and more 
companies are 
looking to find ways 
to promote good 
health among their 
employees.
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volvo trucks. driving progress

The Volvo Group was one of 63 winners of the Best Employers for 

Healthy Lifestyles award on June 24, 2009 in Washington, and one 

of only 17 companies to receive the highest-level trophy, a Platinum 

Award for its wellness program.

Robert Sinclair, Senior Medical Advisor to the Volvo Group says: 

“The lifestyle we choose impacts greatly on our health. The company 

found that encouraging its co-workers to exercise more, change 

food habits, handle stress and find pleasure in their daily work would 

render a sustainable, long-term and favorable development of the 

overall health level at the company.”

Health and Wellbeing Award

With the aim of highlighting health-related initiatives across the 

whole company, in 2006 Volvo founded the Volvo Group Health and 

Wellbeing Award, to be presented to individuals or groups who  

have worked to promote good health in the workplace. 

The 2009 winner was the Volvo Vitality Project, an Australia-wide 

program initiated by staff at Volvo Commercial Vehicles in that 

country. More than half of the 462 staff voluntarily attended a 

private session where they ran through a brief health history and 

were given a physical activity screening, as well as an optional 

ergonomic assessment at their workstation. 

All employees were provided with a booklet to document these 

results, as well as information on manual handling, injury prevention, 

ergonomics, exercises for office workers, good food options and 

much more. 

Other winners include groups that have addressed lifestyle issues 

within the workplace, and other programs that have tackled 

ergonomic problems to the benefit of staff. The Volvo awards 

recognize a fact: good health is a right we can and should all enjoy.  

A fitter society, needing less medical attention, where the idea  

of taking care of oneself is taken for granted, places  

fewer burdens on scarce resources and is healthier  

both in mind and body.  

“The lifestyle we  
choose impacts greatly  
on our health.”

In a tough business and tough times you need something xtra. 

The new FMX from Volvo Trucks gives you the xtra you need. 

Rugged driveline for outstanding performance, the efficient  

I-Shift gearbox, high clearance chassis and world class safety 

systems. Together with an excellent service network and all the 

support you need to build the most effective business when the 

going is tough. Get the xtra - talk to your Volvo Trucks dealer today.

the xtra your
business needs
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